Application of the laser capture microdissection technique for molecular definition of skeletal cell differentiation in vivo.
Laser capture microdissection (LCM) method allows selection of individual or clustered cells from intact tissues. This technology enables one to pick cells from tissues that are difficult to study individually, sort the anatomical complexity of these tissues, and make the cells available for molecular analyses. Following the cells' extraction, the nucleic acids and proteins can be isolated and used for multiple applications that provide an opportunity to uncover the molecular control of cellular fate in the natural microenvironment. Utilization of LCM for the molecular analysis of cells from skeletal tissues will enable one to study differential patterns of gene expression in the native intact skeletal tissue with reliable interpretation of function for known genes as well as to discover novel genes. Variability between samples may be caused either by differences in the tissue samples (different areas isolated from the same section) or some variances in sample handling. LCM is a multi-task technology that combines histology, microscopy work, and dedicated molecular biology. The LCM application will provide results that will pave the way toward high throughput profiling of tissue-specific gene expression using Gene Chip arrays. Detailed description of in vivo molecular pathways will make it possible to elaborate on control systems to apply for the repair of genetic or metabolic diseases of skeletal tissues.